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Time (CDT) Opening Keynote 

10:00–10:45 AM 

Essbase Today and Tomorrow Roadmap 
The most scalable multidimensional database in the industry has evolved again! Oracle Essbase 19c is available on native OCI. Overview of the Essbase 21c release for on-premises 
and cloud. Customers can now take advantage of the latest feature-rich, highly scalable Essbase version on-premises.  
 
Presenter: Ashish Jain, Essbase Product Manager, Oracle 
Ashish has over 17 years of experience in Data Analytics, Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence. He has worked across domains like Insurance and Pharmaceuticals as a 
Solutions Consultant. Ashish currently is a Product Manager for Oracle MOLAP Engine Essbase. He specializes in providing a platform for Oracle customers to build Analytic solutions 
using Essbase, Autonomous Database, and Oracle Analytics. He delivers the product strategy and roadmap for Essbase and Oracle Autonomous Database solution. He is currently 
interested in leveraging Data Science and Machine Learning in products and solutions that Oracle builds. This would provide deeper understanding of data and auto insights allowing 
Oracle users to make intelligent and informed business decisions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Throwback 

11:00–11:45 AM 

What is the Worst Version of Hyperion, and Why is it System 9? 
The title says it all. Take a stroll down memory lane as we discuss the various versions of this wonderful product we call Hyperion.  
 
Presenter: Henry Robin, Retired Essbase Consultant 
Henry Robin was an Essbase designer/implementer/trainer/help desk operator for 16 years at ConocoPhillips. After retiring, he worked as a Consultant first for interRel then as an 
independent until he retired for good at the end of 2018. He now spends his time chasing grandkids, playing bridge and traveling. 
 
Presenter: Tracy McMullen, Architect, interRel 
Tracy McMullen is an Architect with interRel Consulting and an Oracle ACE Alumni (formerly Oracle ACE Director). She has worked with EPM & BI technologies for over 20 years. 
She holds many Oracle certifications and is a frequent speaker at conferences and interRel webcasts. Fun fact about Tracy: she just celebrated 15 years with interRel; she hates 
chocolate and is a diehard Harry Potter fan. 
 

12:00-12:45 PM 

EPM Reporting for the 21st Century 
It's been 13 years since the last Hyperion Solutions conference. The Hyperion landscape has changed drastically in that time. But has EPM reporting? This session will take a look 
at reporting products both then and now, and introduce you to the nouveau world of Oracle EPM Reporting. What has changed in reporting best practices in the past 13 years? 
What is the hype around this Oracle EPM Cloud tool called Narrative Reporting? How have Analytics changed? Get the answers to these questions and more in this session! 
 
Presenter: Opal Alapat, Practice Director, interRel 
Opal Alapat is a Practice Director at interRel Consulting. She is also an Oracle ACE Director with over 20 years of EPM and Analytics experience. As an Oracle ACE Director, she 
partners with the EPM and Analytics Oracle Product Management teams on a regular basis to give feedback and direction on Cloud technologies. Opal is also very passionate 
about Oracle user groups. She has had multiple pivotal roles with ODTUG in the past, is on the board for her local Oracle user group the NTxHUG, and has been teaching both 
technical skills and soft skills at conferences for over 12 years. She currently blogs at: womaninepm.com. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

From Earth to Cloud: Planning Solution Evolution: 2007-2019 
Do you recall how you prepared your budget in 2007? Where were you in 2006? What were you doing? That was the year when we started this Planning project, which expanded 
to other areas within the company (*the client) and beyond, since people that worked with us became our references in their new workplaces.  Many years have passed, but both 
the experience and friendship remained. We presented this success case in the Hyperion Solutions Forum 2007. Twelve years later, the same customers, now using EPBCS, have 
brought that old planning solution to new heights and uses (use cases) that we would love to share with others, adding some tips and tricks we have learned during our journey 
from an on-premise original Planning application to its way to the Cloud. 
 
Presenter: Gimena Olguin, General Director, Quick Hit Solutions 
Gimena Olguin loves EPM Solutions and sees the great benefits those applications bring to customers. She was the first Women Essbase Certified Consultant in LATAM 2002; Now, 
she’s evolved to create and manage a Consulting company specialized in BI & EPM for more than 5 years. She counts on a team of more than 40 passionate people, with more 
than 15 years of experience, and counting. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Smart View 2010 vs 2020 - How'd It Do? 
In 2010, Sarah Zumbrum wrote a whitepaper on migrating from the Essbase Excel Add-In to Smart View while highlighting additional features of Smart View. In 2011, she 
presented on the topic. How well did her advice on switching from the Add-In to Smart View stand up? Would Smart View still be considered a strategic reporting tool today 
compared to 2010? Join this session to find out! 
 
Presenter: Sarah Zumbrum, Principal Architect, Oracle 
Sarah Zumbrum has spent 15 years specializing in EPM, Essbase, and Analytics. She has experience as a customer, partner, and employee of Oracle Analytics. 

 

  



Time (CDT) What’s New? Day 2 

11:00–11:45 AM 

Taking Data Governance and Master Data Management to the Next Level: Designing and Implementing New EDM Features 
Want to understand the recent features within EDM like collaborative workflow, derived properties, and more?  As consultants, we are pretty excited about the new functionality and 
you should be too.  These enhancements can definitely take your data governance and master data management processes to the next level. We’ll review how to design and use new 
and important features including subscriptions, approvals and collaboration, custom validations, derived properties, direct connections to EBS, ERP Cloud, FCC, and much more.  In this 
session, we’ll not only demo the new features but we’ll share design best practices for using them. 
 
Presenter: Sarah Cahill, Senior Consultant, interRel 
Sarah Cahill is a Senior Consultant with interRel Consulting. She has worked with EPM technologies for over 5 years. She is certified in Planning Cloud (Oracle Enterprise Planning and 
Budgeting Cloud Service 2017 Certified Implementation Specialist), but has been focusing on master data management, specifically EDM, the past couple of years. Fun fact about 
Sarah: she loves any type of sci-fi movies or shows.  In her spare time she loves to read, play tennis, and spend time with family and friends. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Optimize Reporting & Analytics through Automation with Metoscope 
Many organizations experience challenges with silos of multiple, disparate reporting & analytics applications. Issues such as inconsistent metrics, significant duplication and redundancy 
across applications and a lack of up-to-date contextual information lead to higher support costs and reduced utility. Reporting & Analytics solutions that were once fit-for-purpose 
atrophy through accrued technical debt. In this session, learn how to optimize or migrate to new with the help of automation with Metoscope. 
 
Presenter: Alex Stevenson, Principal, Metonomy 
Alex Stevenson has acquired a passion for automation as a result of implementing many BI & analytics projects over the years. He wants to help organizations get the most out of 
what should be one of their greatest assets - their reporting & analytics applications - rather than struggling with what, too frequently, becomes a liability. 
 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Oracle’s Tax Reporting Cloud Service Demonstration 
Oracle’s Tax Reporting Cloud is a robust and flexible tax reporting and provisioning cloud service with best-in-class features and capabilities. We will cover the key features of the 
solution during the demonstration, and also discuss some customer successes. 
 
Presenter: Mike Malwitz, Master Principal Solution Engineer, Oracle 
Mike Malwitz has more than 20 years of experience as an Oracle/Hyperion Specialist in Consolidations and Tax. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Dodeca Update and Roadmap 
The Dodeca development team has been busy adding new functionality to Dodeca and it is time to show it off.  If you are new to the product, this session will give a brief overview of 
Dodeca, a brief review of its evolution since the last Solutions Conference, and a roadmap of some exciting new features coming in the next release.  We may even show off some of 
these new features, which some insiders have called game-changers, in live demos! 
 
Presenter: Tim Tow, President, Applied OLAP 
Tim Tow is the Founder and President of Applied OLAP and the visionary for the innovative Dodeca product. He has been working exclusively with Oracle Essbase since 1995, 
specializing in the Essbase Java API. An Oracle ACE Alumni, Tim blogs on Essbase topics and leads the development team for the Dodeca Spreadsheet Management System and the 
Dodeca Excel Add-In for Essbase.  Tim was one of the first 5 Microsoft Excel MVP's in the world, served on the ODTUG Board of Directors for seven years, is a patent holder, a 
published author on Excel and Essbase topics, and flies his own airplane on many business trips. 

 

  



Time (CDT) On-Premises 

11:00–11:45 AM 

Hyperion (On-Prem) EPM Update 
Join us for a session to discuss Oracle Hyperion EPM's on-premises strategy and overview. We will cover what is currently available, our go-forward plans, and opportunities to take 
advantage of unique programs to chart your course to a hybrid deployment, where cloud can add additional value to your on-premises investments. 
 
Presenter: Al Marciante, Senior Director of Product Management, Oracle 
Al Marciante began his career as a financial information technology professional for a leading electronics and communication company. He implemented applications focused on 
accounting and finance. He spearheaded a transformational project before the advent of the Enterprise Performance Management space.  The goal was to produce consolidated 
financials, fully burdened profit and loss analysis, and budget reporting based on Oracle Financials, custom Oracle development, and Arbor Essbase in order to achieve a one day 
financial close. Al eventually moved into a solution consultant role with Arbor/Hyperion, where he helped many customers in the southern U.S. achieve significant value by 
purchasing and implementing OLAP and analytic applications. He then moved into a product management position, quickly progressing into a leadership role in the product 
management organization, participating in driving new solutions in the enterprise performance management space. Al has since led PM teams not only in the Essbase organization, 
but also in Hyperion Planning, Hyperion Profitability and Cost Management, Smart View, financial reports, Crystal Ball, and Disclosure Management. He now leads new initiatives for 
Oracle EPM Cloud, including Narrative Reporting, emerging technologies, and EPM infrastructure while also driving go to market for the Hyperion EPM on-premises releases. Al has 
been a long-time public speaker, including at Arbor Dimensions, Hyperion Solutions, Oracle OpenWorld, OATUG, Kscope conferences to name a few, as well as local user group 
events and Oracle Customer Connect webinar sessions. 
 
Presenter: Rich Wilke, Senior Director of Product Management, Oracle 
2020 marks Rich Wilkie's 20th year at Oracle Corporation. He began as a Solutions Consultant at Hyperion Solutions and rose through the ranks of Enterprise Performance 
Management at both Hyperion and Oracle to his current role as Vice President of Product Management. Rich began his career as a Certified Public Accountant with Arthur Andersen 
and added a master's degree in information systems to help expand his knowledge and skills into the world of information systems.  Covering everything from Consolidations to 
Account Reconciliations to Statutory Reporting, Rich helps manage the entire On-Premises and Cloud Close suite of products for Oracle. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

How to Automate Tasks with your Hyperion On-Premise Environment 
The purpose of this presentation is to showcase some tips and easy methods of backing up and other tasks in your on-premise Hyperion environments. We will show you how you 
use simple batch files, 3rd party software, the utility.bat and even touch on using RPA. There are still many clients who use Hyperion products on premise. If you are still relying on 
backup software for all your backups, we can show you some shortcuts to back up your data, metadata and other important aspects of your application. Using methods such as 
batch files and 3rd party programs, we’ll show you some ideas on how you can easily backup and recover important aspects of your environment. 
 
Presenter: Michael Fredericks, President, FinWeb Solutions, Inc. 
Michael Fredericks has been at FinWeb Solutions for 7 years. His background is Finance and Accounting Information Systems. He started out providing support for Hyperion 
Enterprise before moving into the technical consulting realm.  His current work involves all on premise work implementing Hyperion products. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

No More EPMA? Simplify your Hyperion Planning Integrations with Outline Load Utility 
In this session, we’ll show you how to fully deploy a Hyperion Planning integration solution just by using the out of the box Outline Loader Planning utility. We’ll describe how a 
shell scripting wrapper was built to integrate the Outline Loader statements, MaxL statement, Calc Scripts, SQLs statements into a single scripting language to fully integrate 
Hyperion Planning applications with ERP systems and reporting systems. This is an easy approach that simplifies the integration platform avoiding the need for additional tools or 
stages, manage Import and Export dimensions and data from relational tables or text files into Hyperion Planning applications and Essbase cubes, and share data and metadata 
between Planning applicants and Essbase cubes. 
 
Presenter: Mauro Lemus, Hyperion EPM Architect, University of Missouri System 
Mauro Lemus is a Computer Systems Engineer with more than 20 years of professional experience in the IT field. He worked as an administrator, developer, and architect for 
Essbase and Hyperion Planning. In 2012, he accepted a permanent position at the University of Missouri in the IT division as Hyperion Architect. He has combined his IT career 
working as a college professor teaching networking, programming languages, and database courses. Mauro has had the opportunity to work in different countries including 
Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Panama, Japan and the U.S. He received a Technologist degree in Electronics and Telecommunications, a Bachelor’s degree in Computer 
Sciences, and a Master’s degree in Mathematics with Concentration in Computer Sciences. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

What's New in 11.2.2: A Technical Deep Dive on Oracle's Last On-Premise Version 
Oracle ended 2019 with a bang, releasing the long anticipated 11.2 version of the Oracle Hyperion EPM suite.  It has been a little over six months, with one update since the initial 
release, and the dust has settled a little.  Please join long-time EPM Infrastructure advocate Jeff Henkel as he discusses the differences and similarities in Oracle’s latest and final 
EPM On-Premise code-line.  The session will include comparisons between previous versions, tips & tricks for Installation/Configuration, and architecture considerations new in 
11.2.2. 
 
Presenter: Jeff Henkel, Practice Lead of Managed Services, iArch Solutions 
Jeff Henkel has worked in the Hyperion space for over 20 years, specializing in the IT/Infrastructure field. He has presented at KScope, Collaborate, and served as the EPM 
Infrastructure Lead for the KScope content committee.  In addition to a deep Oracle/Hyperion EPM background, Jeff is also a certified Architect in Microsoft Azure Cloud, Oracle 
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and working toward certification on Amazon Web Services (AWS). 



Time (CDT) Essbase Day 2 

11:00–11:45 AM 

A Panel Discussion on the Future of Essbase - Cloud, Customer or EPM 
Join this session for a panel discussion about Essbase and its future. Join Roger Cressey and some friends as they discuss the possible paths for moving forward with Essbase in the 
real world. Oracle is growing the technology platform to include an @Customer offering and decisions will need to be made in respect of how to move forward. What do I do with 
my current standalone EPM Essbase instance? What are the licensing implications, and what are the support models going forward? The panel will answer your burning questions.  
 
Panelists:  
 
Roger Cressey, Group Director and Founder, Qubix International 
Roger Cressey is one the Group Directors of Qubix International, operating in multiple geographies and multiple business sectors. He has been a passionate fan of Essbase for 
many years and wants to see his hero technology grow to new heights. 
 
Patrick Wheeler, Vice President, Product Management, Oracle Autonomous Database 
Based in Redwood Shores, California, with product management responsibilities including Oracle Multitenant, Oracle Data Integrator (ODI), Oracle Enterprise Data Quality (EDQ) 
and Oracle Essbase, Patrick has a portfolio of products that spans the data management spectrum. His current focus is to build on this rich heritage to extend the benefits of 
autonomy beyond the DBA to other players in the data management space. 
 
Ashish Jain, Essbase Product Manager, Oracle 
Ashish has over 17 years of experience in Data Analytics, Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence. He has worked across domains like Insurance and Pharmaceuticals as a 
Solutions Consultant. Ashish currently is a Product Manager for Oracle MOLAP Engine Essbase. He specializes in providing a platform for Oracle customers to build Analytic solutions 
using Essbase, Autonomous Database, and Oracle Analytics. He delivers the product strategy and roadmap for Essbase and Oracle Autonomous Database solution. He is currently 
interested in leveraging Data Science and Machine Learning in products and solutions that Oracle builds. This would provide deeper understanding of data and auto insights 
allowing Oracle users to make intelligent and informed business decisions. 
 
Mike Larimer, Essbase Development, Oracle 
As an original Arbor Software solution consultant, Mike Larimer has been working with Essbase since 1992. For many years, he helped customers solve complex business problems 
using Essbase. As part of the Essbase development team, he has helped the Essbase product evolve working on various projects such as the Java API, CDF, Smart View and Smart 
Query. Today, Mike leads the Cube Designer team and provides Essbase expertise both internally and externally. 
 
Edward Roske, CEO, interRel 
Oracle ACE Director, Edward Roske is the cofounder/CEO of interRel Consulting and co-author of the bestselling series Look Smarter than You Are with Hyperion. Known for his dry 
wit and Oracle EPM/BI mastery, Oracle has sent Roske around the globe to evangelize Oracle EPM/BI in over 45 countries across 6 continents. Though he was the first person ever 
to get a perfect score on the Essbase Certification exam, he is most proud of winning “Speaker of the Year” at the largest Oracle BI/EPM Conference in the world. When he’s not 
spending his free time trying to evolve into pure energy, Edward enjoys playing D&D on-line (generally with his two kids) and trying to find new countries to visit. Follow him on 
Twitter at @ERoske or check out his free videos at epm.bi/videos. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Bleeding Edge MDX 
Tim’s first presentation at Solutions was in Las Vegas in the year 2000. MDX (MultiDimensional eXpressions) had barely been invented at that point in time. Since then it has 
become the standard for querying and manipulating the multidimensional data stored in OLAP cubes. Yet many longtime Essbase developers have cowered in fear from MDX. In 
this presentation we'll go from 0 to 100. We'll start out simple for beginners and the timid. Then we'll kick off the training wheels by discussing members on the fly, hierarchy 
queries, calculations and exports. 
 
Tim Taitsch, Presales Solutions Specialist, Applied OLAP 
Tim Faitsch has been working with Essbase since 1998, beginning with version 4. He's worked as a Developer and Architect on dozens of successful Essbase implementations 
through the years in the financial and retail industries. Tim has maintained an active role in the Essbase community by engaging in technical forum discussions. He currently works 
as a Presales Solutions Specialist at Applied OLAP and is an Oracle Ace. 

 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Essbase Day 2 (Continued) 

1:00–1:45 PM 

Calc Scripts for Mere Mortals: What has changed since Solutions 2007? 
The Essbase Block Storage calc engine is one of its most powerful features since the beginning of Essbase through today! Sadly, most people are just using simple member 
formulas and running default aggregation calcs. To unlock the true power of Essbase BSO and hybrid, you need to tap into Essbase Calc Scripts and the 400+ functions that make 
up the Essbase Calc Script language. In this session, we’ll go way beyond the basics (like CALC ALL, CALC DIM, and SET) and get into complex topics such as allocation, data 
cleansing and cross-dimensional calculations. We’ll show you which old best practices still apply and what new ones you need to take advantage of in the new world of hybrid. 
We’re looking at all of the unique changes Calc Scripts have gone through since the days of Solutions 2007. Join us! 
 
Presenter: Edward Roske, CEO, interRel 
Oracle ACE Director, Edward Roske is the cofounder/CEO of interRel Consulting and co-author of the bestselling series Look Smarter than You Are with Hyperion. Known for his dry 
wit and Oracle EPM/BI mastery, Oracle has sent Roske around the globe to evangelize Oracle EPM/BI in over 45 countries across 6 continents. Though he was the first person ever 
to get a perfect score on the Essbase Certification exam, he is most proud of winning “Speaker of the Year” at the largest Oracle BI/EPM Conference in the world. When he’s not 
spending his free time trying to evolve into pure energy, Edward enjoys playing D&D on-line (generally with his two kids) and trying to find new countries to visit. Follow him on 
Twitter at @ERoske or check out his free videos at epm.bi/videos. 

2:00-2:45 PM 

Essbase: Do I Use 19c on OAC or Freeform Planning? 
Edward and Glenn are at it again. One likes 19c and one likes Free form Planning for migrating Essbase to the cloud. See who likes what and why. What product wins the battle? 
This session will show the pros and cons of each platform. 
 
Presenter: Edward Roske, CEO, interRel 
Oracle ACE Director, Edward Roske is the cofounder/CEO of interRel Consulting and co-author of the bestselling series Look Smarter than You Are with Hyperion. Known for his dry 
wit and Oracle EPM/BI mastery, Oracle has sent Roske around the globe to evangelize Oracle EPM/BI in over 45 countries across 6 continents. Though he was the first person ever 
to get a perfect score on the Essbase Certification exam, he is most proud of winning “Speaker of the Year” at the largest Oracle BI/EPM Conference in the world. When he’s not 
spending his free time trying to evolve into pure energy, Edward enjoys playing D&D on-line (generally with his two kids) and trying to find new countries to visit. Follow him on 
Twitter at @ERoske or check out his free videos at epm.bi/videos. 
 
Presenter: Glenn Schwartzberg, Solutions Architect, interRel 
Glenn Schwartzberg has been an IT professional for more than 30 years. He decided he would prefer to be a technical resource rather than spend his time telling other people 
what to do and justifying his life through paperwork. He entered the world of consulting, in which he was a DBA on Teradata DBC1012 computers, programming, and maintaining 
databases. During his stint working on data warehouses, Glenn ran into a little program from Arbor Software called Essbase. Glenn immediately saw the value of allowing users to 
get their own data, so he started learning all he could about it. This was version 3.11. In 2008, due to his ongoing efforts to assist others and evangelize Essbase, he was honored 
with the title of Oracle ACE in Business Intelligence. In 2010, he had the privilege of being named an Oracle ACE Director. He continues to share his knowledge of Essbase and its 
associated products though the Oracle EPM discussion forums, presentations at conferences, user group meetings, webcasts, and his blog. He was one of the founding members of 
the ODTUG Hyperion SIG Board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Ask the Experts Panel 

2:45 – 3:45 PM 

Ask the Experts Leadership Panel 
Join leaders from multiple companies in an epic panel discussion on all things Oracle EPM and BI. Hear them answer your burning questions regarding product features, industry 
insights and where the industry is headed. You’ll be able to submit your questions to the Q&A! The panel will be moderated by interRel’s CEO, Edward Roske.  
 
Panelists 
 
Opal Alapat, Practice Director, interRel 
Opal Alapat is a Practice Director at interRel Consulting. She is also an Oracle ACE Director with over 20 years of EPM and Analytics experience. As an Oracle ACE Director, she 
partners with the EPM and Analytics Oracle Product Management teams on a regular basis to give feedback and direction on Cloud technologies. Opal is also very passionate about 
Oracle user groups. She has had multiple pivotal roles with ODTUG in the past, is on the board for her local Oracle user group the NTxHUG, and has been teaching both technical 
skills and soft skills at conferences for over 12 years. She currently blogs at: womaninepm.com. 
 
Kyle Goodfriend, Director, The Hackett Group 
Kyle Goodfriend describes himself as “just a guy or loves this stuff and has been doing it since the late 90s.” Kyle has been an accountant, a P&A manager, has written stock 
valuations, taught as a college professor, was a professional administrator in the industry, and a consultant. 
 
Sarah Zumbrum, Principal Architect, Oracle 
Sarah Zumbrum has spent 15 years specializing in EPM, Essbase, and Analytics. She has experience as a customer, partner, and employee of Oracle Analytics. 
 
Mike Malwitz, Master Principal Solution Engineer, Oracle 
Mike Malwitz has more than 20 years of experience as an Oracle/Hyperion Specialist in Consolidations and Tax. 
 
Ronnie Tafoya, Pacific Region Planning Manager, interRel 
Ronnie Tafoya is a certified Oracle Essbase and Hyperion Planning expert with over 20 years of experience in both consulting and industry. From her first job as a computer operator 
on a VAX to her current position as the Pacific Region Planning Manager, the aspects of her jobs that she’s enjoyed most are learning how things work and solving problems. Ronnie 
was first introduced to the world of Essbase in 1999. Since then, she has grown into an expert developer, becoming an Oracle certified Essbase and Hyperion Planning 
implementation specialist. She also discovered a knack for creating calc scripts. Though she is not artistic, she finds that providing solutions to problems is how she expresses her 
creativity. Ronnie also loves to share her passion for her craft through teaching. To help someone “get it” is a great feeling. Whether it be mentoring an individual, teaching in a 
virtual classroom or onsite, or presenting at user conferences or through webcasts, Ronnie is honored to represent interRel Consulting. 
 
Presenter: Tony Scalese, Chief Customer Officer, OneCloud 
The guy formerly known as FCMEE Guru. 
 

 

Time (CDT) Hyperion Family Feud & Happy Hour 

3:45 – 5:00 PM 

Join us for a Family Feud Showdown! 
Are you a competitive, game show-loving fiend? Well, this happy hour activity is for you! Prizes galore – you won’t want to miss showing off your trivia knowledge and game show 

expertise.  

 


